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About	The	Stick-On	Strain	Gauge

How	It	Works

Features

The 'STICK-ON STRAIN GAUGE OVERLOAD PREVENTION SYSTEM' 
is an onboard weighing solution designed for stock pickers.

An overloaded stock picker can easily tip over which could 
damage the machine, your site, and fatally injure the operator 
or nearby staff. The maximum safe load weight of a stock picker 
decreases based on the lift height and the position of a load on 
the platform based on the Change of Centres principle. Load 
centres and lift weights are typically displayed by a serial plate 
and yellow line across the middle of the platform but rarely do 
operators pay attention to these critical safety measures. The 
stick-on strain gauge is designed to ensure no overloading 
events accidentally occur. 

This onboard weighing solution displays the weight applied 
to the stock picker platform via the digital indicator, and 
also allows you to set de-rated capacities for your machine 
at up to four lift heights, which can prevent incidents where 
operators accidentally exceed maximum weights at certain lift 
heights centres and will prevent the machine from tipping. If the 
stock picker is overloaded an alarm will sound from the indicator 
and the lift lock-out feature will engage to prevent the stock 
picker from raising a load and will only allow it to lower loads.

Priced right for your budget and built strong for applications just 
like yours, we hope you will recognise the benefit of fitting this 
onboard overload weighing solution to your fleet.

LOW PROFILE 
AXLE WEIGHER
 Low profile, ultra portable design
 Weigh your axles or total weigh anywhere, anytime
 Can be used in configuration with 2 to 20 weighing pads 

STICK-ON 
STRAIN GAUGE

  ‘Safe Weigh’ entry-level digital weight gauge indicator standard
 Purpose-built for this application
  Fulcrum overload protection solution
 Seven-hour fitting time on-site
  Backlit digital LCD display
  Multi-stage de-rating with up to four capacity options
  Ensures safe lift weights based on Change of Centre’s principles
  Wide range power supply designed for mobile equipment  

- 9Vdc to 70Vdc
 Minimal maintenance - system connects with no moving parts,  
 hydraulics or electromechanical devices

Protect your workers

Overload Prevention Device

Platform is placed 
on the tynes and 

weight mesurements 
are received by strain 

gauges situated 
between tynes and 

platform

A single strain gauge 
is stuck to each fork 

tyne

The system consists of two strain gauges bonded on the forklift 
tynes. The platform is placed on top of the strain gauges to 
measure the weight and distribution of a load placed onto 
the platform. The load weight is displayed on the indicator, 
and the software analyses the position and weight of the load 
whilst factoring in the platform height. If the load exceeds 
safe parameters for the platform height, the lift lock-out safety 
feature will activate.

Weight
decreases

Weight
increases

Correct
weight

Suitable For
 Stock Picker
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Stick-On	Strain	Gauge	Codes

SOGSAFSP Below 3T
 ‘Safe Weigh’ entry-level digital weight gauge indicator 
standard
 Purpose-built for this application
 Seven-hour fitting time on-site
  Backlit digital LCD display
  Multi-stage de-rating with four options for set capacity
  Software evaluated safe working heights based on 

Change of Centre principals 
  Wide range power supply designed for mobile equipment - 

9Vdc to 70Vdc

SOGSAFSPKIT Below 3T

SPHS (optional) Height sensor

SPRGL (optional) Red/green light

SPAL (optional) Audible alarm

SPHB (optional) Hydraulic bypass

 Order Code Product Key	Features

Australian	Weighing	Equipment	Offers	Industrial	Weighing	Solutions	Built	To	Last

DON't MISS THE BOAT!
COMPLY WITH SOLAS
Make sure your cargo doesn't get denied access to your 
scheduled shipment.

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted amendments to the Safety of Life at Sea 
(SOLAS) Convention (Chapter VI, part A, regulation 2), that requires packed containers’ gross 

mass to be verified prior to stowage aboard cargo ship.

As from July 1st 2016 this regulation, effective as global law, prohibits loading of a packed con-
tainer in absence of the verified gross mass (VGM). This applies to all packed containers which 

are to be loaded to a vessel under SOLAS regime in international maritime traffic.
The term container includes tank containers, flat-racks, and bulk containers. 

Packed containers for which the VGM has not been obtained sufficiently in advance to be used in 
the ship stow plan, will be denied loading onto a SOLAS ship and any costs associated with the 

non-loading will be subject to contractual arrangements between the commercial parties.

AWE Onboard Weighing solutions can help you manage your SOLAS responsibilites. Call us today. 

Sydney +61 2 8717 3333
Melbourne +61 3 9330 1011
Brisbane +61 7 3423 1388

www.awe.com.au
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Red	Light/Green	Light

Wi-Fi

The 'UNIVERSAL RED/GREEN LIGHT' is designed keep 
operators informed they are working within the tolerances 
of the machine. A green light is constantly on to signal 
operation is within tolerance of the equipment's ability. 
Once outside of this tolerance a red light is engaged turning 
the green light off. Until weights reach the machine's safe 
working ability the red light will stay engaged.  

KEY	FEATURES:
 Relay outputs linked to indicators for inside/outside  

 safe working tolerances
 High luminous output
 Operates in high temperatures
 Moisture resistance
 Long term reliability and operational life 
 Exceptional structural strength 

The 'AWE WI-FI SOLUTION' is a device for onboard weighing 
that removes the necessity for cabling between the front 
moving mast where the sensors and electronic components 
are housed and the stationary cabin where the digital display 
is mounted for operator viewing. This system transfers the 
data between sensors and displays it at lightning quick 
speeds. The Wi-Fi unit on the front carriage operates on a 
battery requiring replacement only every six months whilst 
the display in the cabin is hardwired to power requiring no 
further interaction. 

KEY	FEATURES:
 Shockburst technology
 High-impedance load cells draw minimal power
 Sleep mode shuts down the unit to conserve power when  

 there is no weight change for a prolonged period
 High-speed links between transmitter and receiver
 Licence exempt operation
 Long life battery operation of six months before replacing 

LOW PROFILE 
AXLE WEIGHER
 Low profile, ultra portable design
 Weigh your axles or total weigh anywhere, anytime
 Can be used in configuration with 2 to 20 weighing pads 

OPTIONAL
ADD-ONS

Customise Your Onboard Weighing System To Better Suit Your Needs

Hydraulic	Bypass
The 'HYDRAULIC BYPASS SOLUTION' when integrated 
with any of the onboard weighing solutions is the 
ultimate stop guard for any machines used with multiple 
or inexperienced operators. The Bypass Solution allows 
operators to pick up loads of unknown weights until the 
maximum capacity is achieved. Once this occurs the 
operator is not able to lift any further but only lower the 
product down to either lessen the load or change to a 
more suitable machine. Once the system goes below the 
maximum capacity again the machine is reset and able 
to raise until full load weight is reached. This solution is 
custom for every machine and one size does not fit all - 
flow rate of machine must be given at placement of order.

Printer
The 'BLUE TONGUE 2.0' is our new updated printer used to 
produce hard copies of weight data.

It plugs directly into the Safe Weigh, Weight Master Totaliser, 
and Load Master indicators and has a range of updates which 
make it easier and more convenient to use.

It comes with a rechargeable battery rather than being hard 
wired to your machine. This unit is more compact than others 
on the market and comes with a swivel mount, which makes it 
easier to mount in a range of locations in your machine cabin. 

The paper loading mechanism has been improved and 
simplified on the Blue Tongue 2.0. Paper rolls can now be 
reloaded in a matter of seconds.

 KEY	FEATURES:
 Serial inputs linked to indicator
 Low current draw whilst in standby and operation
 Operates in high temperatures
 Moisture resistance
 Long term reliability and operational life 
 Thermal and ribbon options
 12-24Vdc power

Audible	Alarm
The 'AUDIBLE ALARM SOLUTION' 
when integrated with any of the chain 
load cell onboard weighing solutions 
alerts operators when loads greater 
then machine capacity are lifted up. 
When this occurs the operator is 
alerted by a high pitch audible alarm 
warning them that the machine is 

overloaded. The machine will not be 
reset or able to operate again until 
the system drops below the maximum 
capacity.
The audible alarm comes in a number 
of sizes and decibels suitable to 
overpower ambient noise from factory 
surroundings and nearby machinery.

TOO
HEAVY

TOO
HEAVY

850 kg
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Notes

Packaging Equipment

Load Cells

Onboard Weighing 

Scales

Batching Consoles

Crane Scales

Test Weights

Indicators

Maintenance

Weighbridges

If you have  
questions about
• weighing  

equipment
• packaging  

equipment
• bulk materials  

handling
• componentry
then call the sales 
team at AWE Group  
to find the right  
solution for your  
individual needs

AWE has built a reputation for providing world class 
products and services to customers in a wide range 
of industries for many unique applications. All of our 
products come with the AWE Quality Guarantee which 
means they have been tested to meet or exceed the 
specifications and requirements of your application.

Any servicing, installation and technical support 
issues you encounter can be addressed either onsite 
or remotely by our engineers or tradesmen who carry 
qualifications as:
  Licensed tradesmen
  Mechanical engineers
  Electrical engineers
  Structural engineers
  Draftsmen
  Fitter and turners
  Boilermakers
  Fully qualified scale makers
  Electronic technicians
  Instrument fitters
  Electricians
  Service technicians
  Project managers
  Formworkers
  Concreters

Call AWE today – we will find the right solution 
for your individual needs.

100%

AWE	-	The	Best	In	The	Business

AWE	Product	Range



Visit www.youtube.com/user/AustWeighing and watch our products and services in action. 
You can also see our new product releases in Industrial Weighing Systems, Packaging Machinery 
& Bulk Handling Solutions.
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Who	Is	“AWE	Group”
Jeff & Trevor Baillie started Australian Weighing Equipment 
Pty Ltd (or AWE) in 1981, focusing on weighing solutions 
based on engineering principles. For the last 30 years 
AWE has built a reputation as a leading supplier of robust 
weighing, packaging and bulk handling equipment. 
Our innovative engineering and continuous product 
developments have led to designs that will withstand the 
rigours and demands of the harshest of applications.

AWE has increased its investment in manufacturing 
facilities with a new 3200sq/m factory in Sydney which has:
 A CNC machine shop
 Heavy metal fabrication shop
 Larger work areas for our team of qualified tradesman

Acquisitions of Bradwood Packaging, Dendy Packaging 
and Design Engineering has increased our packaging and 
engineering experience.

In 2008, AWE established a manufacturing facility in 
China - AWE Group Packaging and Bulk Materials Handling 
Equipment, a purpose-built 5000sq/m factory in Suzhou 
China (70km from Shanghai).

All of the products we offer are Australian designed and 
manufactured under our strict quality control system in our 
own factories both locally and internationally.

Companies	In	The	AWE	Group




